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“We have been pricing in for Goldilocks, [but] we are closer to Frankenstein” 

- Steen Jakobsen, Chief Economist at Saxo Bank, in a CNBC interview on 3/27/18 

 

 While this quote seems a little dramatic based on generally positive company-specific 

fundamentals and global economic data, we think it’s representative of the big question 

financial markets are grappling with today – are we still in a “Goldilocks” environment 

that can prolong what has been a powerful bull market for stocks…or are there enough 

legitimate headwinds to dent confidence and derail the global growth story?  

 After a remarkably long stretch of smooth sailing and upward drifting equity markets, 

volatility came back with a vengeance in early February and has not yet gone away.  

Stocks bounced back in the first half of March, but moved decisively lower towards 

month-end following the Trump Administration’s decision to slap tariffs on China on up to 

$60 billion in imports1. Throw in the Facebook data breach and it was enough to push 

markets to test the lows set in February. Global Equities (as defined by the MSCI ACWI 

Index) edged higher in the final few trading sessions, but ended the month down -1.5%2. 

International and Emerging Markets outperformed US Large Cap stocks on the month. US 

Small Caps, however, posted positive returns as they tend to be more domestic-facing 

and thus less exposed to the risks associated with a global trade war.         

 Despite suffering its first double-digit pullback since January of 2016, both the MSCI ACWI 

and S&P 500 Indices lost less than -1% for the first quarter thanks to a remarkably strong 

start to the year. Emerging Markets equities, which topped the charts last year, posted 

gains of +2.5%. Bonds (as represented by the Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Bond 

Index), on the other hand, have lost -1.5% in the first three months of the year as interest 

rates rose sharply from year-end levels2.      

 From a style perspective, growth-oriented sectors/companies maintained their 

leadership in the first quarter. The Technology-heavy Nasdaq Index, for example, was up 

+3% overall in the quarter. In contrast, defensive and yield-oriented areas of the market 

(Consumer Staples, Utilities, and REITs) have underperformed considerably. Energy-

related stocks were beat up once again, despite a rally in commodity prices2. As we 

hinted at last month, we think this dislocation has created some interesting opportunities 

from a contrarian standpoint – more on this below. Notably, there has been a 

meaningful market rotation in the past few weeks, which has knocked down Technology 

stocks and propped up some of the more value-oriented market segments.   

 During these volatile market periods (which, by the way, are a lot more common than 

the media would have you believe!), we encourage clients to stay focused on the long-

term and big picture. This is not to suggest that we have our heads in the sand, as there 

are real risks on the horizon, but this is why we build diversified portfolios, tilt portfolios 

towards opportunities and away from undesirable risks, and structure long-term asset 

allocation targets in a manner that we believe increases the probabilities clients achieve 

their goals and objectives over the long-term.  

                                                 
1 www.cnbc.com; accessed 3/22/2018.   
2
 Market and index data throughout the Market Update is sourced from Morningstar; 

www.morningstar.com; accessed 4/2/2018. 

http://www.cnbc.com/
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Market Environment & Portfolio Positioning: 

Broadly speaking, the bigger picture relating to global economic growth and company-specific 

fundamentals remains intact and we do not see signs of an impending recession. Equity 

valuations are not as demanding given the near double-digit pullback from highs hit in January 

and improved corporate earnings. As such, we are not afraid of the Frankenstein scenario at this 

point. This is not to say we are fully in the Goldilock’s camp – relative to a few months ago, 

interest rates have moved higher, some economic indicators have shown modest deterioration, 

credit spreads have adjusted upward, there are concerns regarding the profitability of 

Technology companies (which have been market leaders and now represent the largest sector 

weighting in the S&P 500 Index), and there is some potential that US – China trade tensions 

escalate to something that no one wants to see.   

Overall, we do not see any reasons to make meaningful changes to positioning or asset 

allocation. We thought it would be helpful to include some comments from our market update 

letter from December 2017: 

The economic backdrop across the globe remains encouraging, and has even accelerated in 

recent months. Manufacturing and service data continues to strengthen around the world, 

unemployment is near all-time lows (at least in the US), wage pressure and inflation both remain 

modest, consumer and business confidence is robust, earnings growth remains strong, and tax 

reform should provide at least a temporary boost to economic growth and corporate earnings.   

Because of this, we do not think it is time to abandon our longer term strategic asset allocation 

targets and hide in a bunker just yet. But, we do think the current environment calls for a more 

defensive posture, and have positioned portfolios accordingly in recent months. This has led us 

to tilt towards value and quality, in addition to favoring what we believe are top-tier (though 

often under the radar) institutional managers that run concentrated portfolios and are not afraid 

to deviate from their benchmark and/or what the masses are doing. In addition, we recently 

implemented a long/short equity manager that can take full advantage of the short side (which 

it is currently doing given its view on company-specific valuations and fundamentals). These 

managers, like us, try to avoid the FOMO (fear of missing out) mindset. From a geographic 

perspective, we continue to believe that valuations outside the US are more attractive, and 

continue to have meaningful exposure to both International and Emerging Markets.        

Some of these decisions have been helpful in recent months, particularly on big down days in 

the market. Others have yet to play out. For example, our decision to harvest gains and trim 

exposure to our more aggressive growth managers has looked silly in hindsight (until very 

recently), since the recipients of this “tilt” - our value-oriented managers/strategies, which had 

noticeably underperformed over the last few years - have sold off just as much (or more) in some 

cases. Considering this, we thought it might be helpful to highlight two opportunities we find 

particularly interesting in the current market environment. Both are related to the 

Energy/Commodity space, a market segment that isn’t exactly loved by investors at the present 

time to say the least…  As such, it is a good example of our willingness to embrace volatility and 

go against the grain, even if it’s not the most comfortable decision in the near-term. Lastly, as we 

look across our portfolios, Energy is not currently a big exposure for us (most of our managers 

tend to structurally underweight the sector), making it a better fit from an opportunistic 

standpoint. 
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Energy Infrastructure: 

This has been a higher conviction theme for us for much of the past year, and we have 

opportunistically added exposure on weakness, when volatility ramped up for what we believed 

to be non-fundamental reasons. To be clear, this has not yet been rewarded, and this theme has 

been a relative detractor to performance. Despite the adverse price movements, our conviction 

has not waned, and has even grown stronger in recent months in the face of solid 

fundamentals, increasingly attractive valuations, and higher distribution yields.  

We have expressed this theme via a manager with one of the largest and most experienced 

investment teams in the space, in our view. The particular strategy invests in both Master Limited 

Partnerships (“MLPs”) and Midstream Energy companies, both of which are often referred to as 

pipeline companies that are involved in the gathering, processing, and transportation of oil, 

natural gas, and natural gas liquids.  

Although you wouldn’t know it by looking at the stock price volatility of pipeline companies, we 

believe these are very high quality businesses with stable and predictable cash flows – especially 

for certain companies with the best assets/real estate and top tier management teams. 

Generally speaking, pipeline companies have high barriers to entry due to the permitting and 

regulatory complexities (which often cross country, state, and even country lines), and are able 

to secure long-term contracts that are typically driven by volume versus the price of a 

commodity, and are often inflation-linked.  

These attributes typically allow pipeline companies to pay a consistent dividend/distribution. 

Considering increased oil and natural gas production due to the energy renaissance occurring 

in the United States, along with visibility into future growth projects (pipelines that are being built 

over the next several years), we see a pathway to continued distribution growth and attractive 

fundamentals. 

So why the apparent disconnect between stock prices and fundamentals? Several factors have 

led to this, in our view: dramatic rotation of shareholder base (which has led to recent outflows 

and indiscriminate selling from retail investors and others that were late to the party, such as 

hedge funds), some companies amassed a great deal of debt and expanded too quickly, 

complexity and more recent changes in corporate structures, some companies have made the 

decision to slow cut distributions in an effort to strengthen balance sheets and self-fund a 

greater portion of future projects, and lastly, pipeline companies can often be an “orphaned” 

asset class that gets lumped into the broader Energy space, which has been one of the worst-

performing areas of the market the last few years.  

On top of this, the industry’s regulatory body, “FERC” (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) 

announced changes in mid-March relating to how certain MLPs are allowed to account for 

income taxes. As is typical, investors shot first and asked questions later. After a lot of reading 

and calls with several experts in the space, we believe this tax change will only affect a small 

subset of MLPs (and not Midstream companies, which represents the majority of our exposure to 

the space).  
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In a market where it is difficult to call anything “cheap”, we believe there is reasonable valuation 

support for MLP/Midstream companies at current valuations. In fact, in a recent video titled 

“Why we think Midstream Energy is a buying opportunity”, Tortoise Advisors (one of the largest 

investment managers dedicated to the space) CEO explains that pipeline companies are 

trading at a discount in the range of -20% to -35% relative to historical levels3.  Additionally, 

Morningstar (who we believe does great work as it relates to economic “moats”), very recently 

penned an article titled “Midstream Energy Offers Moats at a Discount”, where the author talked 

extensively about the high quality business models, attractive attributes, and compelling 

valuations4. For our particular investment, we are now being paid a ~10% annual distribution 

yield5 (that is paid quarterly), allowing investors to reinvest the proceeds at what we believe to 

be attractive valuations.                   

 

Global Natural Resource Equities: 

This is a newer theme for us, one that was very recently implemented in client portfolios where 

there was an asset allocation fit.  Since we are now on page 4 of this market update and we 

suspect are close to losing readers’ attention, we’ll provide the summary of our investment thesis 

(as always, we would love to chat about this in greater detail if you’d like!): 

 Commodities in general tend to perform well in the latter stages of a bull market cycle, 

and have historically been outsized performers in inflationary environments6. 

 While we realize there may be some levels of correlation with our Energy Infrastructure 

theme, there is no security-level overlap, as this theme is focused on “upstream” 

companies, otherwise known as Exploration & Production (“E&P”) companies.   

 We have expressed this theme via a boutique manager we have been following for 

several years, that is focused solely on the space.   

 Despite a rally in the price of oil in recent months, energy stocks have not participated, 

and in many cases, trade at similar valuations when commodity prices were much lower. 

Moreover, the underperformance of small/mid cap companies (where this particular 

manager tends to focus) in the space has been more dramatic. 

 This particular manager runs a highly concentrated portfolio (15-25 companies) and 

employs a long-term, private equity-like approach with low turnover. The team does not 

make bets on the direction of certain commodities, but rather seeks to invest in 

companies with advantaged assets and returns-focused management teams.  

 Considering the likelihood of higher volatility given the space and this manager’s 

approach, we have sized this appropriately in client portfolios.   

                                                 
3
 Source: Tortoise Advisors via: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

WHOer3vKFs&list=PL1nl9TlM5t6y9Uz28jXBhYEJw-ooApf6R; accessed 3/21/2018. 
4
 Source: http://www.morningstar.com/articles/857687/midstream-energy-offers-moats-at-a-discount.html; 

accessed 3/30/2018. 
5
 Source: Morningstar; www.morningstar.com; accessed 4/5/2018 

6
 Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-10/gundlach-says-commodities-set-to-

outperform-in-late-cycle-boom; accessed 1/11/2018. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WHOer3vKFs&list=PL1nl9TlM5t6y9Uz28jXBhYEJw-ooApf6R
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WHOer3vKFs&list=PL1nl9TlM5t6y9Uz28jXBhYEJw-ooApf6R
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We are fully aware that heightened market volatility can be unsettling, and take very seriously 

our role as a trusted advisor. Especially in the midst of chaos in the markets, please don’t hesitate 

to shoot us an email or give us a call if you have any questions, comments, or concerns.        

Best regards, 

 

 

Ryan Financial Group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is not possible to invest directly in any index. The performance of an unmanaged index is not indicative of 

the performance of any particular investment. The performance of an index assumes no transaction costs, 

taxes, management fees, or other expenses. Past performance does not guarantee future results.  

This information is an assessment of the market environment at a particular point in time and is not intended 

to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results. This information should not be construed 

as research or investment advice or as a solicitation to buy or sell any securities. Statements regarding 

future prospects may not be realized and may differ materially from actual events or results. Past 

performance does not guarantee future results. Any opinions are those of Ryan Financial Group and are 

not necessarily those of Lincoln Financial Advisors.  Expressions of opinion are as of this date and are subject 

to change without notice.   

Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp. and its representatives do not provide legal or tax advice. You may want 

to consult a legal or tax advisor regarding any legal or tax information as it relates to your personal 

circumstances.   

Registered associates of Ryan Financial Group are registered representatives of Lincoln Financial Advisors 

Corp. Securities and investment advisory services offered through Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp., a 

broker/dealer (member SIPC) and registered investment advisor. Insurance offered through Lincoln 

affiliates and other fine companies. Ryan Financial Group is not an affiliate of Lincoln Financial Advisors 

Corp. CRN-2079275-040518. 


